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through the lungs to produce the compound
known as oxyhaemoglobin In other parts of
the body the oryhaemoglob n brealiB down,
liberating oxygen, which is used in the oxida ion
process (respiration) that the body tissues
carry on See F3&21
Haflz besides bemc the pseudonym of a famous
Persian poet is a fitle conferred upon anv
Mohammedan who has committed the whole of
the Koran to memory
Hafnium i metallic element discovered by Cos*er
and Heve y in 1922 ,»nd important in the
atomic energy field It occurs in most zircon
mm runeral- to the ettent of about 5 per cent
Hag-fish, a blind eel like para^hc sea fish with
soft backbone  found within the bodies of other
fish   and called =ometimes the     borer     or
thf   glutinous   hag fish      Belated   to   the
Lamprey
Hatjiarchy the ruk or order of Saints
Hagiology i branch of literature tLat is who'ly
given up to the history of thi, Carats and tie
setting forth of the stones and legend^ i soclated
with their names
Hail hard roughly spherical balls of ice con
dsting of white cores covered by Iayer= of both
transpvent and opaque ice frequently fallins
during thunderstorms They usually do not
exceed I in in «ize but hailstone* laigei than
apples and we ghrns more than 2 Ib have been
observed The general theory of a hailbtone 13
that nea the top of a cunulonrmbus cloud i
raindrop becomes frozen, (rows in wze by con
densation and throogh collisions with snow
particles and eventually become so weighty as
to overcome the aecendin," air currents in the
cloud Palling it first encounters supercooled
water drops immediately freezing on it in
creasing the white core and then at !ower levels
ordinaiy water drops freezing more slowly
producing a layer of clear ice Before the hail
stone arrive*, ai, the ground gusts and lulls may
transport it several tunes up and down both
regions adding alternate coatings of soft white
and hard clear ice
Hate a fiah of the cod famfly found m large
numbers in the seas of Europe but not m high
favour for the table with fastidious feeders
Halcyon a term associated m olden times with the
kingfisher and days of soothing calm, halcyon
days being a frequently used expression The
legend was that the kingfisher laid its eggs on
the surface of the aea at the time of the winter
solstice when the sea was unruffled Halcyon
is the Greek for kingfisher
Halibut one of the largest of the flat fishes
averaging when full grown from 4 to 6 ft in
length and highly esteemed for the table
Specimens of sfctll larger size occasionally occur
It is plentifully distributed Its two eyes are
on the right side of the head
Hall-mark A mark or group of marks impressed
by an assay ofilce on gold or silver articles
guaranteeing the standard of fineness of the
precious metal need in them These marks
which have been applied to silver made in
London since the beginning of the 14th cen'
and perhaps earlier make it possible to establish
the year and place of assay as also the name of
the maker English pieces of silver usually have
not less than four marks, viz , (1) town mark
(2} maker's mark (3) date letter (4) sterling
mark.
The town mark is rarely chanted hi London
a crowned leopards head was used from the
earliest days until 1820 with only minor modi
floations except for the period Ifa97-1720 when
a lion b head erased was substituted since 1820
the crown has been omitted
TFntfl the late 17th cent a symbol was often
used as a maker's mark &om 1688 to 1720 the
first two letters of the maker's surname andsub
sefltnently the maker's initiate. Owing to the
destruction of the earlier mark plates at Gold
smiths' Hall no maker's name prior to the late
17th cent can be identified with certainty
The London date tetter ib changed at the end
of May each year m each letter covers seven
months of one ye%r and five ntontha of the
following the London date cycle has usually
consisted of twenty letters the alphabet of
each, cycle is of different style and the letters
are enclosed in shields of different shape
 The sterling mark the hon passant wasmtro
dnced in 1644 and continued in use until 1697
when the higher Britannia standard was intro
duced in order to discourage the practice current
amongst goldsmiths of melting down com of the
realm to make plate The leopards head
crowned and the lion passant were then replaced
by a figure of Britannia and a hon s head erased.
Though the regulation imposing the higher
standard was wiubdrawn m 1720 a small
amount of Britannia standard silver continued
to be made and still is made
Prom 1784 until 1890 a plate tax was levied
on all Mlver assayed in Great Britain and an
additional dut> mark the sovereign s head was
used during this period A Jubike mark bear
ing fhe head of George V and of Queen Mary was
used in between the years 1933 and 1935 and m
1*153 a coronation mark with the head of Queen
Elizabeth was introduced
The tables of hallmarks in Section N
give the London date lette- cycles from 1518
to 1955 The form of town mark and steihng
mark used during each cycle is given at the
head of each column Where a major altera
tion took place in either of these marks during
a date letter cycle the alternative forms are
also shown The date of the change can be
established bv reference to the notes above
At the bottom of each page the marks used by
the major provincial Scottish and Irish assay
offices are shown Owing to lack of space the
complete date letter cycles are not shown buf
two examples only from the 17th 18th or i9th
cent Where a provincial assay office waa
established in the 17th cent or earlier the marks
of one year in the 17th and 18th cent respec
tively are shown where the office was not estab
fished until the 18th cent the marks of one
year in the 18th and 19th cent are given.
Halloween (Oct 31) the eve of All Saints Day
a time associated especially in Scotland with
certain pleasing superstitions attractively set
forth in Burns s famous poem Hallowe en
It is the night when young men and maiden^
are supposed by observing certain ntes to have
then future wives and husbands disclosed to
them
Hallucinogen, a drug which acts upon the brain, to
create sensory illusions or hallucinations with a
variety of emotional effects One of the most
widely studied is LSD (a v } which will produce
symptoms very similar to those found in some
mental disorders
Halo a luminous circle usually of 22 radius
surrounding sun or moon produced by the
refraction and reflection of light by ice crystals
of high cirrus cloud It is a very common
occurrence in the British Isles almost one day
in three The inner side is red aad the outer a
whitish yellow colour Mock suns 4 e
patcheo of light at the same elevation as the sun
are much rarer occurrences sometimes being of
great beauty and brilliance Halo is the Greek
for threshing floor See Ooionae
Halogens *he group name for the four non
metallic elements fluorine chlorine bromine
and iodine The term halogen means salt
producer
Halteres, the modified hind-wings of the two
winged flies or Ihytera, (e a   the house fly)
The equilibrium in night of these insects depends
on the halteiea  which are commonly called
balancers
Hampton Court Conference presided over at
Hampton Court Palace by James L, in 1604 and
which brought about his authorised translation
of the Bible had an important bearing on the
religious differences of the tune James refused
to grant tolerations to the Puritans This
sowed the seeds of civil war Following the
conference three hundred English Puritan
clergy were ejected from their livings
Hanaper Office, a former Chancery office deriving
its name from the fact that its writs and papers
were kept in a hanaper (hamper} The Chan
cellor s officer thus came to be known as the
Hanaper The Comptrollers of the Hanaper
were abolished in England In 1842
Band, a measure of four inches, the average size ot
the palm used hi reckoning height of horses
Handlasting an informal marriage custom once
prevalent m Scotland whereby a mail and

